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When I think about the upcoming big screen rendition of the Abraham Lincoln story, I cant help but think about Batman and Spiderman . The general public thinks of Batman as a
Western influenced character (albeit a PG-13 one) and isnt all that familiar with Spiderman. But despite the fact that both superheroes have been playing a part in pop culture for

decades, the general public doesnt know all that much about them. That doesnt stop everyone from talking about them like theyve been a part of our lives forever. And that's
exactly what the film Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter is. Sure, it might not have Tim Bekmambets signature brand of campiness. But the general public isnt going to know that

either. We will simply know that its the Lincoln story with vampirism (or lack thereof) thrown in. And thats a very good thing. For although its one thing for the public not to know all
that much about the characters, it is a whole different thing to know absolutely nothing about them. At its heart, Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter is still profoundly silly. The 16th
President still twirls a woodcutting ax with the elaborate grace of a young (or old) Gordon Liu, and the film surrounding that ridiculous image expects you to take that seriously. The

audience in my theater loved it, even though sidelong glances revealed that half the time they were shaking their head in disbelief that any motion picture would attempt to pull
this kind of thing off in the first place. The only sane reaction to many of the plot points, set pieces and historical cameos is a long, smirking sigh or at least quiet chuckle at how
absurd the whole notion is. But a split second later, thanks to some really expert filmmaking, you already set that aside because the film never winks at the camera or asks to be

accepted ironically.
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Im not saying that Im
embarrassed for bringing an
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire

Hunter movie to a film
festival or that Ive spent six
months debating its quality.
Ive spent that time debating

the quality of the films
quality and whether or not it

deserves to be counted
alongside The Avengers, The
Dark Knight, and the best of
the summer so far The Town.
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Im not sure if the producers
and writers got where they
are attempting to go with
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire

Hunter and I dont think
Lincoln would want us to

judge him on this movie, but
I feel more like I did when I
tried to evaluate Superman

Returns. A difference
between this and Superman
Returns are that its effects

were so incredibly good that
it looks incredible. The other
difference is that Superman
Returns went for cheap sex
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appeal (casually pointing out
that Batman can kiss chicks
for what feels like an entire

running time), while
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire
Hunter feels like its got the
guts to do things no other

film has tried before, which
is to suggest that a single
vampire movie can tell a

story that rivaled the most
intricate superhero film.
There are some simply
amazing moments in

Abraham Lincoln: Vampire
Hunter but unfortunately the
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whole thing feels so
overproduced and hollow

that it really feels like even
its best moments are just

covering over a bad movie. I
certainly didn't feel like I got

any satisfaction or
enjoyment out of Abraham

Lincoln: Vampire Hunter but I
also didn't feel any

negativity towards it either. I
think in truth it was simply

more of an experience than I
can ever remember feeling
towards any movie before

now.  5ec8ef588b
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